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Weak government climate policies â€˜violate fundamental human rightsâ€™, European Court of Human Rights rules
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The Opposition was left unimpressed as Simon Harris did not take his first Leaders' Questions as Taoiseach due to pre-arranged phone calls with foreign leaders.
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â€˜Bus gatesâ€™ on Dublin quays to be implemented in August

Howth residents raise concerns over Conor McGregorâ€™s plans to develop boutique hotel
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Homeless day services â€˜barely managingâ€™ amid surge in numbers needing support  

Early years educatorsâ€™ pay must be increased, inaugural childcare conference told 
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Road closures causing delays in Dublin city centre 

â€˜Bus gatesâ€™ on Dublin quays to be implemented in August
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LÃ Ban the mermaid to Charles the healer: The strange lives of some less famous Irish saints

Sinn FÃ©in urged to apologise to families of IRA campaign in â€˜specific wayâ€™
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Mary Hobart obituary: Gallery owner who played a crucial role in raising awareness of Irish art

Michael Coady obituary: A poet profoundly at ease in the world
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How are car makers responding to the slowdown in electric car sales?

BYDâ€™s impressive Dolphin is bound to make a big splash
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 Inquests into the nightclub fire that led to the deaths of 48 people
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